Solutions made simple.
In 1995, OverNite Software, Inc. (OSI) started out developing and
delivering rapid-response content for use in LAN-based training
applications. In 1999, we launched ExxTend LearningTM, a web-based
learning management system that delivers, tracks, and provides
online compliance training to organizations around the world.
For over 20 years, OSI has provided clients with one of the most
robust LMSs available, produced engaging and adaptive training
materials, and supported some of the largest organizations with the
tools to educate, train, and improve their workforce.
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I’ve had 7 years with the LMS, but we brought it on to Freeport in 2008. The
libraries are very impressive and it’s really reduced our paperwork. We use
the LMS mostly for personnel training but currently we’re expanding it for
orientation of visitors. We have visitors from all over and using the courses in
the LMS will get them up to speed with our terminal.
– Mike Quilty, Freeport LNG
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